
Title: The Billy Chronicles, Part III, The Colonel’s Chicanery
Author: All text created by Craig Jobson
Printer: Craig Jobson
Binder: All binding by Craig Jobson
Concept: Original concept by Craig Jobson
Publisher: Craig Jobson at Lark Sparrow Press, 1726 Ashland, Evanston, IL 60201
Sound Studio: Experimental Sound Studio, Chicago, Illinois
Recording Artist: Jacob Ross aka The Reverend Floyd
Genre: Illustrated short story, multimedia

Date Completed: July 30, 2003

Book Format: 20-page, concertina. Title is an illustration inset on front cover of book and case.

Edition Size: 15 copies total. This book bound on demand until edition is complete.

Production Specifi cations:  The edition is letterpress printed using a Vandercook IV on handmade cotton and abaca 
text paper.  The text is handset Clarendon and Clarendon Craw. Images are digitally created illustrations that are printed 
from magnesium type-high plates in black and burnt orange.  The spine of the concertina book is bound with goatskin. The 
chase that holds the tournament “double-six” dominoes is reinforced balsa covered with book cloth and felt. CD mounted 
on inside case lid. Concealed magnets keep the case closed.  All materials used are archival quality.

Size: Each book weighs about 3 pounds and measures 11.125” high, 9.75” wide and 2.5” thick;  28.4 cm high, 24.7 cm wide 
and 6.5 cm thick.
Number of Pages: 20 pages 
Number of Images: 8  2-color images
Signed and Numbered:  Yes
Creation Date:  Editioned in Summer 2003.
Retail Price:  Standard edition:  $800.
ISBN:  None 

Marketing Description: The Billy Chronicles are Texas tales of transgression, retribution, reconciliation and dominoes. The 
Colonel’s Chicanery is the third and fi nal book of  The Billy Chronicles. It is the story of a famous domino game between the Colonel’s Chicanery is the third and fi nal book of  The Billy Chronicles. It is the story of a famous domino game between the Colonel’s Chicanery
series’ narrator, Big Billy, and The Colonel at The Colonel’s deer lease outside of Old Dime Box, Texas. The story is replete 
with a road trip by Billy and his pals, Rabbit and Peaches, with stops at the East Texas Snake-A-Rama, the International 
Speedway and the Center for Conservative Christians.  There’s hunting, storytelling, domino playing, cheating, a comeup-
pance and retribution. The story is told through a performance recorded on a CD and through the eight images in the 
fourteen foot concertina book that includes a letterpress printed gloss text with each image. The CD and concertina book 
are cased in with a set of tournament-grade dominoes. The last printed page of the book contains a colophon, the book’s 
number and a signature.

Back Story: The Billy Chonicles have their origins in the midwestern author’s 30-year sojourn in the state of Texas. He 
grew up among the Texans, went to school with them, ate their bar-b-que, played their dominoes, learned their culture and 
was the only member of his extended family to escape alive to another state. He swears there is truth in each of the outra-
geous incidents recounted in the three stories making up The Billy Chronicles.

Additional Information:  Additional Information and images can be found at larksparrowpress.com a private press dedi-
cated to contemporary works of fi ction anf poetry.. 
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